Cellular growth modulation. I. Effects of extracellular matrix and tumor cell conditioned medium.
Earlier studies reported the enzymatic modulation of the cell surface in malignant transformation of human normal mammary epithelial cells and in conversion of mammary carcinoma. Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) is a neoplasm-associated antigen, its production and release is used to monitor changes in cell phenotype. The present study shows that CEA production and release by human colon carcinoma (CCC), and by colon cells from patients with familial polyposia coli (FPC) and ulcerative colitis (UCC) is inhibited when the cells are cultured in contact with confluent normal colon epithelial (HNCEC) cell monolayer. Footprints left behind and/or conditioned media from HNCEC cells inhibited, whereas footprints left behind and/or conditioned media from CCC, FPC or Ucc enhanced CEA release. During sequential passages of HNCEC cells grown on footprints and/or in spent media from CCC cultures, HNCEC cells acquire the ability to produce and release CEA, and to develop tumors in athymic Nu/Nu mice. On the other hand, during sequential passages, CCC, FPC or UCC grown in spent media, or on footprints left behind HNCEC cells, showed significant decrease in CEA production and release, and in oncologic ability in athymic mice. It is concluded that both the extracellular matrix, and a growth-regulating factor(s) in the spent medium modulate cellular transformation. Quantitative data on CEA-release indicate that FPC and UCC represent an intermediary stage between normal colon epithelial cells and colon carcinoma cells, i.e. a preneoplastic stage.